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A b s t r a c t  

The lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) is investigated re-
cently very effectively, mostly using seismic methods because of their 
deep penetration and relatively good resolution. The nature of LAB is 
still debated, particularly under “cold” Precambrian shields and plat-
forms. Passive experiment “13 BB star” is dedicated to study deep struc-
ture of the Earth’s interior in the marginal zone of the East European 
craton in northern Poland. The seismic network consists of 13 broadband 
stations on the area of ca. 120 km in diameter. The network is located in 
the area of well-known sedimentary cover and crustal structure. Good re-
cords obtained till now, and expected during next 1-year long recording 
campaign, should yield images of detailed structure of the LAB, „410”, 
“?520”, and „660” km discontinuities, as well as mantle-core boundary 
and inner core.  

Key words: East European craton, lithosphere, asthenosphere, seismic 
passive experiment, broadband seismology. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The nature of a transition from a rigid plate � the lithosphere, to a weaker 
layer below, the asthenosphere, is still debated. Till now our understanding 
of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) is limited in comparison to 
other interfaces in the Earth, e.g., Moho, “410 km”, “670 km”, and mantle-
core boundary. The thickest lithosphere, in excess of 200 km, is observed 
under “cold” Precambrian shields and platforms, while the thinnest litho-
sphere, of 50-100 km, was found under “hot” oceans and oceanic and conti-
nental rifts. The depth of oceanic LAB is widely accepted, why continental 
LAB is very often difficult to detect. For example, lithospheric thickness of 
the Baltic Shield has estimates varying between 160 and 350 km. Another 
controversy relates to nature of LAB. Recent estimates and modellings sug-
gest LAB to be a first-order structural discontinuity that accommodates dif-
ferential motion between tectonic plates and the underlying mantle (e.g., 
Eaton et al. 2009). According to other opinions, LAB is not a sharp disconti-
nuity, but rather gradual and wide transition zone (see, e.g., Meissner 1986, 
Bartzsch et al. 2011).  

The lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) is investigated recently 
very effectively, mostly using seismic methods because of their deep pene-
tration and relatively good resolution. Comparison of S-wave velocity 
changes with depth in the upper mantle obtained from global tomographic 
models shows that velocities under cratons are greater than under oceans 
(Fig. 1a). This figure shows also that LAB is rather gradual and wide transi-
tion zone, and velocity-depth curve illustrates the difficulty in identifying 
a signature of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (Romanowicz 2009). 
In general, velocities under cratons are greater than under oceans down to 
200 km depth, and velocity decreases with depth, with a minimum centred at 
100 to 150 km under the oceans and 200 to 250 km in the cratons. Regional 
1D S-wave velocity models obtained for the central part of Baltic Shield 
from SVEKALAPKO array shows that velocities beneath the craton are sig-
nificantly higher (about 4% down to a depth of 250 km) compared to stand-
ard model iasp91 (Bruneton et al. 2004). On the other hand, lowering of the 
velocity with depth is not visible (Fig. 1b; Sandoval et al. 2004, 
Kozlovskaya et al. 2008). This fact could be interpreted as a lack of astheno-
sphere, or that LAB in this area occurs deeper. Shear wave velocity in south-
ern Tibet shows clearly lowering velocity in the depth range of 120-300 km, 
which could be interpreted as the asthenosphere (Fig. 1c; Jiang et al. 2011).  

Passive seismic experiment “13 BB star” is dedicated to study LAB and 
deep structure of the Earth’s interior in the marginal zone of the East Euro-
pean craton in northern Poland. The Precambrian East European craton 
(EEC) is the coherent part of Europe that occupies the north-eastern half of  
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Fig. 1. Comparison of shear-wave slowdown for different regions of the Earth: 
(a) Shear-wave velocity changes with depth in the upper mantle from global tomo-
graphic model. Dashed lines are for oceanic mantle (pink for Pacific, blue for mid-
Atlantic ridge, and green for Indian Ocean, south of Madagascar) and solid lines are 
for continental mantle under cratons (light blue for northern area of South America, 
green for NW part of Africa, red for Western Siberia, orange for Central Australia, 
and deep blue for NE part of North America). Thick black line (AV) is global aver-
age. Velocities under cratons are greater than under oceans down to 200 km depth, 
and velocity decreases with depth, with a minimum centred at 100 to 150 km under 
the oceans and 200 to 250 km in the cratons; (b) 1D S-wave velocity model obtained 
for the central part of Baltic Shield at the station FJ01 from SVEKALAPKO array 
(solid line) compared to standard model iasp91 (thin dashed line; Kennett and 
Engdahl 1991); (c) 1D average shear wave velocity in southern Tibet (solid line with 
error bars). Compilation from Romanowicz (2009), Jiang et al. (2011), and Kozlov- 
skaya et al. (2008).  

the continent. In the south and west of EEC, the Trans-European suture zone 
(TESZ) separates the Precambrian terranes of the craton from the younger 
Phanerozoic terranes of middle to late Palaeozoic accretion and deformation 
(Fig. 2; Znosko 1975, 1979, Po�aryski et al. 1982, Ziegler 1990, Pharaoh et 
al. 1997, Berthelsen 1998, Grad et al. 2002, Bogdanova et al. 2006). The 
TESZ correlates with a gravity minimum (e.g., Królikowski and Petecki 
1997, Krysi�ski et al. 2000, Grabowska et al. 2011), high heat flow values 
(e.g., Majorowicz et al. 2003), and electromagnetic properties of the litho-
sphere (e.g., Jó�wiak 2013).  

2. “13  BB  STAR”  EXPERIMENT 
To study the deep structure of the Earth’s interior, location of “13 BB star” 
network was chosen in northern Poland, in the marginal zone of EEC 
(Figs. 2 and 3). This area is well recognised in terms of both the velocities of  
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Fig. 2. Location of seismic stations in Poland on the background of the Moho depth 
map (Guterch and Grad 2006) with main tectonic elements of the area: CDF – Cale-
donian Deformation Front, TESZ – Trans-European Suture Zone, TTZ – Teisseyre-
Tornquist Zone, VF – Variscan Front. Seven permanent broadband seismic stations 
are marked by blue diamonds (SUW, GKP, BEL, KSP, OJC, NIE, KWP). White 
dots show location of five strongest seismic events which occurred during the past 
decade in the study area: 2004K (two events near Kaliningrad, 21 September 2004, 
MW = 5.1 and 5.2; Doma�ski 2007), 2012J (Jarocin, 6 January 2012, ML = 3.8; 
Lizurek et al. 2013); 2010B (Be�chatów, 22 January 2010, Mw = 4.3; Wiejacz and 
Rudzi�ski 2010), 2004P (Podhale, 30 November 2004, Mb = 4.7; Wiejacz and 
D�bski 2009). Big dot shows location of largest earthquake known to have ever tak-
en place in Poland 1786M (My�lenice, 3 December 1786, M = 5.6; Pagaczewski 
1972). White-blue rectangular shows location of “13 BB star” passive experiment in 
northern Poland, in the edge of the East European craton (for details see Fig. 3).  

sedimentary layer and the crustal structure (Skorupa 1974, Grad et al. 2003, 
Grad and Polkowski 2012). Precise knowledge of velocities and thickness of 
sediments is based on borehole data (VSP – vertical seismic profiling). The 
mean velocity of the sedimentary cover increases with thickness and varies 
from 2.5 km/s where these strata are 1 km thick to about 4.3 km/s where they 
are 8 km thick (Grad 1986). In northern Poland, the depth of the crystalline 
basement is 1-2 km and increases toward the south-west to 7-8 km in the 
margin of the EEC, which is known both from borehole data and seismic re- 
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Fig. 3. Location map of “13 BB star” network in northern Poland on the background 
of the topography map. Red dots and circles show the planed regular geometry of 
the network where broadband seismometers are placed in basic equilateral triangles 
with side lengths of 35 km. The navy-blue dots are final locations of the stations 
(A0, B1-B6, C1-C6).  

fraction (Skorupa 1974, M�ynarski 1984). In the area of “13 BB star” net-
work the Proterozoic basement has an age of 1.85-1.80 Ga (Bogdanova et al. 
2006). The crystalline crust has a three-layer structure that is typical for 
EEC, with P-wave velocities of 6.1-6.4, 6.5-6.8, and 6.9-7.2 km/s in the up-
per, middle, and lower parts, respectively. Surrounding Moho depth is also 
well known there (see Fig. 2; Guterch and Grad 2006, Grad et al. 2009,  
Majda�ski 2012, Malinowski 2013). The Moho topography is relatively flat 
(about 40-45 km beneath stations), which also is favourable from the point 
of view of deep structure studies. The assumed shape of network is shown in 
Fig. 3. Red circles and red/white dots show the assumed regular geometry of 
the network where seismometers are placed in basic equilateral triangles 
with side lengths of 35 km. All places for stations were found in forests, on 
the glades or fenced nurseries, far away from local roads, villages, traffic, 
and other man-made disturbances. To be independent of electric power sup-
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ply we use solar panels with batteries, which permit long term field opera-
tion. “Good quality” recording places should guarantee high signal-to-noise 
ratio. The navy-blue dots in Fig. 3 show final locations of the stations (A0, 
B1-B6, C1-C6). Such a system of 13 stations apart of basic small triangles 
with side lengths of 30-40 km creates larger triangles with side lengths of 
60-80 and 90-110 km. 

Installation of a temporary broadband seismic station in northern Poland 
is shown in Fig. 4, and a scheme with elements of each station in the net-
work is shown in Fig. 5. 

The “13 BB star” network consists 13 stations, equipped with broadband 
seismometers: model Reftek 151-120 – “Observer”. The “Observer” is a low 
noise seismometer, which contains three independent sensors (one vertical 
and two horizontal) with built-in electronic feedback circuit, control, and 
power conversion circuits, and large dynamic range. It is a force-balance 
feedback sensor with frequency bandwidth of 0.0083-50 Hz (which corre-
sponds to periods 120-0.02 s), flat to velocity. It has built-in levelling and  
 

Fig. 4. Installation of the temporary broadband station in northern Poland: (a) Level-
ling broadband seismometer Reftek 151-120 on the granitic base in the ca. 1 m deep 
case; (b) Batteries, converter and recorder on the shelf, over the seismometer; (c) So-
lar panel, GPS and antenna for cell phone connection; (d) Closing the “garden” of 
seismic station in the forest area (photos taken by M. Grad, June 2013).  
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Fig. 5. Scheme of the station elements in temporary “13 BB star” network. 

automatic mass zero-position adjusting mechanism. Monitoring and mass 
adjustment is performed via high resolution recorder Reftek 130B. All seis-
mometers were placed on the 60 cm high reinforced concrete basement with 
granitic base in the ca. 1 m deep case with open bottom (Fig. 5). Above the 
seismometer, on the shelf, the recorder, own-design ARM Linux based data 
transmission set equipped with 3G/EDGE wireless modem, and batteries 
were placed. The case was covered and masked with natural materials like 
sand, soil, and grass making the case invisible. Over the ground, solar pan-
els, GPS and antenna for cell phone connection were installed. Finally, the 
“garden” of seismic station (size 4 m × 4 m) was fenced and closed. 

In the “13 BB star” project a special attention will be paid to high-quality 
seismic network observations and modern interpretation methods. Solving of 
this problem has fundamental contribution for seismology, tectonics, and ge-
odynamics, not only in the regional scale but also worldwide. The results of 
“13 BB star” project shall contribute to better basic knowledge on the struc-
ture of the Earth’s interior, its physical properties, mantle dynamics, tectonic 
evolution, and present-day processes. The data acquired during the 3-years 
long recording campaign will be analysed using different modern seismic 
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methods and integrated interpretations. They will yield images of detailed 
lithosphere-asthenosphere system hitherto unknown for the marginal zone of 
EEC in northern Poland. By applying surface waves, as well as the receiver 
function techniques, we expect to reveal variations of seismic velocities 
within the upper mantle. Regularity of network, its symmetry and size were 
chosen to enable gathering propagation properties of short, intermediate, and 
long period surface waves for all azimuths (Cotte et al. 2002, Bruneton et al. 
2004). As shown, e.g., by Jiang et al. (2011) Rayleigh wave phase-velocity 
sensitivity depends on the period of wave. Short wave (25 s period) has 
a peak sensitivity at about 25 km depth, and the longest wave (143 s period) 
has a peak sensitivity at about 200 km depth (see also Pasyanos 2010, 
Bartzsch et al. 2011). So, this is a depth we expect to reach using surface 
waves. Using receiver function technique “410”, “?520”, and “660” km dis-
continuities beneath the marginal zone of EEC will be investigated. As part 
of the study in the marginal part of EEC, beneath our network, the anisotro-
py will be delineated. S-wave splitting, observations of SKS, and SKKS 
phases will be collected from the network, and the polarization of the fast-
waves will be determined. For strong events, in distance range of 30–40°, 
multiples of ScS phase could be observed (mantle reverberations), and high 
frequency PKP, SKS, and other core phases (Kennett and van der Hilst 1996, 
Shearer et al. 2011).  

Fig. 6. Array transfer function of “13 BB star” seismic network. Colours are related 
to power of the array response normalized with its maximum. 
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The “13 BB star” network shape and station distribution may allow using 
some array analysis techniques. The evaluated array transfer function for 
“13 BB star” network is shown in Fig. 6. The wavenumber range of seismic 
signal, which can be investigated by “13 BB star” network using the array 
techniques, is ca. 0.05-0.2 1/km (Schweitzer et al. 2012). So, the high reso-
lution in measuring apparent velocities and backazimuth can be obtained on-
ly for teleseismic waves. 

The “13 BB star” network could be also used to help in the detection of 
small natural seismic events (see, e.g., Wiszniowski et al. 2014). Poland is a 
region of very low natural seismicity. The largest earthquake with magnitude 
estimated at 5.6 occured on 3 December 1786, near My�lenice in southern 
Poland (see Fig. 2; Pagaczewski 1972). Over the last decade a few relatively 
strong earthquakes in Poland and surroundings have been widely felt in the 
area of Poland. The location of five events is shown in Fig. 2: two events 
close to Kaliningrad, near Jarocin, Be�chatów, and at Podhale. For more in-
formation see Doma�ski (2007), Lizurek et al. (2013), Wiejacz and Rudzi�- 
ski (2010), and Wiejacz and D�bski (2009).  

3. FIRST  RESULTS 
The “13 BB star” network started its operation on 19 July 2013. The re-
corded data are transmitted to central server dedicated for the project and 
available near on-line. All seismic data are sampled with 0.01 s (correspond-
ing to 100 Hz). Beside the seismic data, additional state of health informa-
tion is constantly transmitted and includes temperature, voltage, and power 
measurements. Server is equipped with proprietary web interface for moni-
toring network status and allows preliminary seismic data analysis. 

Station noise analysis is presented in Fig. 7. Probabilistic Power Spectral 
Densities (PPSD) allow comparison of noise level between stations and to 
permanent stations. For example, station C6 is closest to sea shore (13.75 km 
in straight line), A0 is located close (ca. 100 m) to local paved road with 
traffic of about 20-30 cars per day. Permanent station GKP is closest to 
“13 BB star” network, while KSP is located in southern Poland and has low-
est noise along Polish Seismic Network. For all stations, PPSDs are calculat-
ed for the same period of 11 months (July 2013 – June 2014) for one-hour 
segments (PSDs) with 50% overlap (Beyreuther et al. 2010, Megies et al. 
2011). Only full one-hour segments are considered. All recorded data is con-
sidered for each station including seismic events (McNamara and Buland 
2004). New high and low noise models (NHNM, NLNM) are shown for ref-
erence (Peterson 1993). 

According to USGS/NEIC PDE Catalogue, in the period from 19 July 
2013 to 24 June 2014, a total of 1543 earthquakes of magnitude 	 5.0 and 
440 earthquakes  of  magnitude  	 5.5  occurred  all  over  the  word  (Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 7. Probabilistic Power Spectral Densities (PPSD) for all 13 stations and 2 per-
manent stations of Polish Seismic Network. New high and low noise models 
(NHNM, NLNM) are shown for reference (Peterson 1993).  
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Fig. 8. Distribution of the earthquakes epicentres of magnitude 	 5.0 (left plot, 1543 
events) and of magnitude 	 5.5 (right plot, 440 events) from 19 July 2013 to 24 June 
2014 (according to USGS/NEIC PDE Catalogue). The azimuthal-equidistant projec-
tion shows the true distances and backazimuths of the epicentres with respect to the 
centre of “13 BB star” network (marked by star). Circles show epicentral distances 
of 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°, and 180°. 

Examples of records of “13 BB star” network for five events are shown in 
Figs. 9-13 and their focal parameters are collected in Table 1. Figure 9 
shows broadband seismograms of a teleseismic earthquake (� 
 66°) from 
the area of Okhotsk Sea. Figure 9a shows one hour records of Z, N, and E 
components at station C6. The event has strong P arrivals at Z component, 
and strong S arrivals at N and E components. The big depth of the earth-
quake (h = 570 km) could explain a total lack of surface waves. Figure 9b 
shows a zoom of iP and iS arrivals for all stations which confirms the uni-
form motion (indicated by arrows): “down” for P waves at Z component,  
 

Table 1  
Focal parameters of events recorded by “13 BB star” network 

Event 
no. Date Time UT

hh:mm:ss
Lat. �
[oN] 

Long. �
[oE] Region Depth

[km] M 
Distance 
from A0 

[deg] 
1 1 Oct 2013 03:38:21 53.17 152.88 Okhotsk Sea 570 6.7 66.52 
2 6 Oct 2013 01:37:21 35.28 26.69 Romania 134 5.4 10.24 
3 24 Sep 2013 11:29:50 27.06 65.56 Pakistan 30 7.4 44.05 
4 13 Aug 2013 15:43:14 5.78 –78.23 South of Panama 2 6.6 88.75 
5 15 Oct 2013 00:12:31 9.93 124.16 Philippines 7 7.1 91.42 
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Fig. 9. Seismograms of a teleseismic earthquake from Okhotsk Sea region recorded 
by broadband network in northern Poland during passive experiment “13 BB star”. 
Panel (a) shows one hour records of Z, N, and E components at station C6. Note 
strong P arrivals at Z component, strong S arrivals at N and E components, and no 
surface waves. Panel (b) with zoom of iP and iS arrivals shows for all stations uni-
form motion (indicated by arrows): “down” for P waves at Z component, “up” for S 
waves at N component, and “down” for S waves at E component. All traces are 
lowpass filtered (< 1 Hz). 
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Fig. 10. Seismograms of a regional earthquake in Romania recorded by broadband 
network in northern Poland during passive experiment “13 BB star”. Seismograms 
are sorted with distance from event. Note good signal-to-noise ratio and different 
shape of first P-wave arrivals (shown by arrows). All traces are highpass filtered 
(> 1 Hz). 

“up” for S waves at N component, and “down” for S waves at E component. 
Differentiation of arrival times is easily seen for this event: the arrival time 
difference across the network is ca. 6.3 s for P waves and ca. 12.7 s for 
S waves.  

Seismograms of a regional earthquake from Romania (� 
 10°) recorded 
by broadband “13 BB star” network are shown in Fig. 10 with first P-wave 
arrivals marked by arrows. Note good signal-to-noise ratio and different 
shape of arrivals. Seismograms are sorted with distance from the event epi-
center. For this event the time difference of P-wave arrivals across the net-
work is ca. 12 s. Seismograms of a teleseismic earthquake from Pakistan 
(� 
 44°) are shown in Fig. 11. Note good signal-to-noise ratio, clear P and S 
arrivals, and dominant surface waves. All traces are lowpass filtered 
(< 1 Hz). Figure 12 shows seismograms of a teleseismic earthquake from 
Panama (� 
 88°) recorded by “13 BB star” network. Note strong P, PP, and 
surface waves with distinct dispersion. All traces are lowpass filtered 
(< 1 Hz). Seismograms of the Philippines earthquake (� 
 92°) recorded by 
all stations are shown in Fig. 13. Note strong P, PP, S, and SS arrivals, as  
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Fig. 11. Seismograms of a teleseismic earthquake in Pakistan recorded by broadband 
network in northern Poland during passive experiment “13 BB star”. Note good sig-
nal-to-noise ratio and dominant surface waves. All traces are lowpass filtered 
(< 1 Hz). 

well as full wave field of surface waves with distinct dispersion and separa-
tion of LQ and LR waves. This earthquake was strong (M = 7.1) and rela-
tively shallow (h = 7 km); traces are not filtered. 

The examples of seismograms presented in Figs. 9-13 show frequency 
differentiation for different seismic phases. More sophisticated representa-
tions of the records are displayed in Fig. 14 – spectral seismograms, which 
allow quantitative analyses of the frequency content of the recorded seismic 
phases. This technique was also employed for the determination of magni-
tude spectra, the source parameters, and discrimination between earthquakes 
and explosions (e.g., Duda et al. 1996, Doma�ski 2007, Wilde-Piórko et al. 
2011). Spectral seismograms obtained from the broadband seismograms of  
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Fig. 12. Seismograms of a teleseismic earthquake in Panama recorded by broadband 
network in northern Poland during passive experiment “13 BB star”. Note strong P, 
PP, and surface waves. All traces are lowpass filtered (< 1 Hz).  

four teleseismic events are shown in Fig. 14. They are obtained by applying 
Butterworth filters of order 2, with the widths of 0.5 octave (Fasthoff and 
Guo 2001).  

An interesting case is the earthquake from Okhotsk Sea (Fig. 14a-c). The 
pulse of body waves is relatively short and strong. The maximum amplitude 
of P-wave radiation of this event is in the period range of 1-5 s (Fig. 14a; Z 
component), while for stronger S-waves this period is 3-10 s (Fig. 14b and c; 
N and E components, respectively). In the range of longer periods, a total 
lack of energy is observed, related with very deep source, which do not pro-
duce surface waves. In the spectral seismogram of the Pakistan earthquake 
(Fig. 14d; Z component) dominant amplitudes are related to surface waves. 
Dispersion is easily seen: at time of 1400 s from the beginning of earthquake 
the maximum amplitude is observed for period ca. 90 s, while for the time of 
2500 s it is 20 s only. For the Panama earthquake (Fig. 14e; Z component) a 
separation of surface waves is clear: the maximum amplitude of LQ-waves is 
observed for period ca. 90 s at time of 2600 s, and for LR-waves this period 
is 20-10 s at time 2800-3400 s. For the Philippines earthquake (Fig. 14f; 
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Fig. 13. Seismograms of a teleseismic earthquake from Philiphines recorded by 
broadband network in northern Poland during passive experiment “13 BB star”. 
Note strong P, PP, S, and SS arrivals, as well as full wave field of surface waves 
with distinct dispersion. Traces are not filtered.  

Z component) body waves are relatively weak, and dominant are LQ-waves 
with period ca. 70 s at time of 2800 s. 
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Fig. 14. Spectral seismograms obtained from records of the broadband network in 
northern Poland during passive experiment “13 BB star”: (a), (b), and (c) spectral 
seismograms of the Okhotsk Sea earthquake recorded at station C6, for Z, N, and E 
components, respectively; (d) spectral seismograms of the Pakistan earthquake rec-
orded at station A0, Z component; (e) spectral seismograms of the Panama earth-
quake recorded at station C5, Z component; (f) spectral seismograms of the 
Philippines earthquake recorded at station A0, Z component. All spectral seismo-
grams were obtained by applying Butterworth filters of order 2, with the widths of 
0.5 octaves. Note different amplitude scales.  

4. SUMMARY 
The knowledge of the Earth’s lithosphere-asthenosphere system is far from 
complete. This is the main task of “13 BB star” experiment, and to solve this 
problem surface wave techniques and receiver function will be in use (see, 
e.g., Cotte et al. 2002, Bruneton et al. 2004, Wilde-Piórko et al. 2010, Tro-
janowski and Wilde-Piórko 2012). Using array techniques of broadband 
seismology, also deeper Earth’s structure will be investigated: “410”, 
“?520”, and “670” km boundaries (Gossler and Kind 1996), and, if possible, 
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also deep mantle and mantle-core boundary with S-wave splitting, ScS, SKS, 
and SKKS phases (Kennett and van der Hilst 1996). The good knowledge of 
the crustal structure beneath the “13 BB star” network is an advantage of its 
location. The knowledge of seismic wave velocity distribution in sedimen-
tary cover is of great importance: for receiver function technique because of 
big sediments-basement velocity contrast (e.g., 2.5 to 6 km/s), and for seis-
mic tomography, particularly in the cases of very deep basins, because of 
strongly differentiated velocities in thick strata. In the area of “13 BB star” 
network, velocities in sediments are well known from vertical seismic profil-
ing in deep boreholes and shallow refraction. 

Finally, good records obtained till now, and expected during next 1-year 
long recording campaign, should yield images of detailed structure in the 
marginal zone of the EEC in northern Poland.  
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